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possesses all the advantages of steam engines, hav-

ing a high starting power and overload rapacity, it,

on the other hand, does away with the disadvantages;

as it utilizes more fully the heating value of the fuel,

there being no ashes or slag. The absence of any

smoke or smell is another valuable feature of this

novel locomotive. There are no ashes and slag to

deal with, and the locomotive throws no sparks.

Whereas it takes one and one-half to two hours to

raise the steam in an ordinary locomotive, the hydro-

leum locomotive can be got into working order in

about fifteen or twenty minutes.

These valuable properties are mainly due to the

design of the boiler and the choice of the fuel, which

is either crude oil or tar oil. The latter, as Is well

known, is a residue from the manufacture of gas and

coke, and can be obtained at a very low price; while

being as fluid as water, tar oil, as compared with

lighter petroleum products, is neither explosive nor

combustible, combustion being produced only after a

proper mixture with air. The hydroleum locomotive

is provided with a water-tube boiler, and possesses

a considerable heating surface and remarkable capac-

ity with very low dimensions.

Two different types of engine are generally used;

either a twin engine analogous to the ordinary en-

gine of coal locomotives, or a four-cylinder steam

engine. The drive gear of this four-cylinder engine,

which is the one most commonly used, is entirely

inclosed and runs permanently in oil. The use of

four parallel cylinders with cranks set at convenient

angles secures a satisfactory compensation of the

oscillating masses. Whenever it is desired to prevent
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the escape of steam, e. g., in tunnels, a condenser in-

tended for temporary use can be fitted into the water

boxes.

RAILROADING IN ITS IN FA N C Y.

STAGE DRIVERS MADE CONDUCTORS OF PASSENGER TRAINS.

BY GEORGE P. FLOYD.

Wins we think of the conditions and methods of

traveling in this country seventy-five years ago and

compare them with those of the present date, no one,

unless he has had actual experience and has person-

ally witnessed the steady progress made during the

past sixty-five years, can begin to realize the changes

and improvements in the modes of travel during that

space of time. Those old stage coaches that we used

to ride in before the railroads came into play, hung

on leather thorough-braces, were mighty easy riding.

The first notice of coaches being hung on straps is

that in which Louis XIV made his public entrance

into Paris about the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury. Coaches hung on straps seem to have been

Introduced into England by Fritz Allen, Earl of Arun-

del, In 1555. The first mail coach in the United States

was set up at Bristol, New Jersey, by John Palmer

in 1732. It ran between New York and Boston, but

not regularly. In 1756 there was a coach running be-

tween New York and Philadelphiaâ€”ninety miles; tho

time required to cover the distance was three days.

In 1765 another coach was put on the line and it ran

three davs in each week. In 1788 the line was in-

n- â€¢=â– â– â€¢; '<â– t 'O coaches daily each way, leaving Phila-

'â– i' i i ;it ' . A. M. In 1811 there were four coaches

inch way, leaving Philadelphia at 10 A. M.,

topping at Brunswick. New Jersey, over night, and

arriving in Jersey City the next day at 12 M. The

